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INTRODUCTION 

At  the  Second General  Conference of  UNIDO,   held  in Peru,   March  197^, 

the Lima Declaration and Plan of  Action on Industrial  Development  and 

Co-operation was adopted  in which the  role of industry  was  re-asserted 

as a dynamic   instrument o*  growth essential to  the rapid economic and 

social  development   of the  developing countries,   and in  which a target 

was set  whereby the  developing countries'   share  of world industrial 

production should be   increased from its present   level   of 7 per cent   to at 

least   2'j per  cent   by the year 2000.    The  Declaration and Plan of Action 

was subsequently endorsed  by th>    General  Assembly of  the  United Nations 

at its seventh special session. 

Among the mandates entrusted  to UNIDO at  Lima was  one which stipulated 

that:     "in order to  give concrete  content  to the  process of  industrialization 

in the developing countries,   studies must   be undertaken and specific measures 

formulated  in different sectors of  iidustry,  special  attention  being given 

to priority  sectors".    The   Lima Conference  identified the steel  industry 

as one  such priority  sector. 

Potential  for growth exists  in the   iro.i and  steel   sectors of both 

industrialized and developing countries,   as does potential for co-operation 

in this area between developed and developing countries,   for whereas the 

former dispose of the necessary capital,   know-how ani technology, the 

latter have  raw material in abundance,  the labour to mine it,   processing 

sites relatively free of environmental problems,   and vast markets for the 

final products.    It   is a situation that  underscores the fact  that the 

modern world has become an  interdependent  entity in which countries and 

groups of countries must consult  and co-operate with one another for the 
commo i good. 

Before meaningful consultations can take place on any industrial 

sector,   however,  precise knowledge  is needed of  its economic,   technological, 

financial and human aspects,   its relative poöition, actual and potential 

production trends,   its managerial  requirements,   and its potential impact 

on the environment. 
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The present  document  contains a summary of a draft report prepared 

by the newly established International Centre  for Industrial  Studies in 

UNIDO with the purpose of providing the  above   information,   including 

projections of supply and consumption to the year 2000,  as a contribution 

to the process of consultation.    The 3eoond in a series of such sectoral 

studies featuring long-term projections,   the draft will be distributed 

for comment  to governments and other decision-making bodies and individuals 

throughout the world in December 1976.     Naturally,  the study,   and  its 

projections,   will  be revised periodically in the light of changing 

circumstances. 
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HQRLô     STEEL    CONSUMPTION    TO    THE   YEAR    2QOO 

In this study, global estimates  of steel production in I985 and 

alternative growth scenarios   to the year 2000 are presented.    The   I985 

estimate was obtained by elaborating upon projections made by the 

International Iron and  Steel  Institute at Erussels. ¿/    In the course of this 

elaboration, past  trends in production and  consumption were analysed,  as were 

subjective judgements with regard to  future   rates of substitution for steel 

and competitive products,   the   severity of the  ^975-1976 recession,  and 

country plans for future  development  of the   industry. 

Estimates for 1985,   together with high  and low growth scenarios for 

the  year  2000 are given   m Figure  1.     World   steel production is  expected to 

reach almost 1.1  billion  tons  by 198%     The   share  of the developing countries 

in this  production should  rise  from th    1974  figure of 5.1  per cent to 

11.7 Per cent (125 million tons). 

The  growth scenarios developed for the  year 2OO0 were based  on 

postulated arani .1 growth rates for world steel production of 3 and 4 per cent 

respectively.    These scenarios  should  be  interpreted strictly as   indications 

of possible future growth.    According to alternative A ( 3 per cent)   some 

1.7 billion tons of steel would be produced   m 2000, whereas according to 

alternative B (4 per cent)  this figure would  be some 1.9 billion.     The 

estimated share of the  developing countries  could range from 20 to 25 per cent 

of world production. 

A supplementary investigation of historical changes in the   pattern of 

industrial growth and  its implications for steel production and consumption 

was also carried out.     The methodologies applied were quantitative,  based on 

the  approaches adopted by other international organizations. 

undoubtedly,   these  estimates will have  to be revised as world economic 

conditions change.    In anticipation thereof,   more formal means of forecasting 

steel production are being developed in UNIDO.    Owing to the strict time 

schedule  that had  to be  maintained during the conduct of this study,  the 

preliminary results of  the more formal forecast could not be explicitly 

1/       See  International  Iron and Steel   Institute,  Projection 85,   Brussels. 
March 1972.   * 
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incorporated in  the  estimates presented.     Nevertheless,   it  is  considered 

useful  to present  the   results of the quantitative   investigations  carried 

out since  they complement some of the  assumptions employed  in developing 

the  estimates  in  this  report,  and the  techniques constitute  one  element 

in a more  sophisticate^  forecasting framework. 

Production patterns  in  iron and steel 

The work draws heavily on the structuralist approach  to sectoral 

development and  adopts  traditional structural models to estimate  sectoral 
2/ 

growth,  -f    Multiple  regression techniques were applied to the following 

equational forms: 

In 1 = a + h  In y + c In N 

and 

In x = a + b lny + c In N + d (in y)2 

nhere x      per capita value added by iron and   steel; ^   y      Groas Domestic 

Product per capita;     and U = population in millions. 

Per capita incora«   is traditionally considered the most  important 

determinant since demand for iron and steel  is known to increase 

substantially as  income  rises.    The distribution of total deaand   among 

investment, government  consumption and private consumption varies with the 

level of per capita income and thus has a significant impact on demand for 

iron and  steel.    With  regard to supply,   the   level of per capita income  tends 

to be closely related  to the relative costs of labour and capital;     it   is 

thus indicative of the  probable extension of  industrial production into 

capital-intensive and  complex industrial sub-sectors such as iron and  steel. 

The second structural variable incorporated in such an approach is 

population.    Production of iron and steel is dependent,  to some  extent,  upon 

economies of scale.     Together with per capita income,  population provides a 

means of measuring the   influence of market  size,  and thus the importance of 

2/    This is a method frequently employed to approximate the growth paths 
of manufacturing and/or industrial sub-sectors,  such as iron and steel. 
See,  for example,   H.B. Chenery and M.  Syrquin,  Patterns of Development. 
1950-1970. a World Bank research publication (London:    Oxford Univ.Press, 
1975)»  and UNCTAD,   "The Dimensions of the Required Restructuring of World 
Manufacturing Output and Trade in order to Reach the Lima Target" 
(TD/185/Supp.l),  presented to WETAD IV,   Nairobi,   May 1976. 

}/    Value added is at factor cost.    The definition of the iron and steel 
sector is taken from the UN International Standard Industrial Classification. 
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economies  of «cale   in  iron and  steel  production. 

The  percentage  change of  iron  and   steel production for a given percentage 

change  in GDP per capita or population can be derived from  the  regression 

analysis.     The dérivations,  which  conform  to  the  traditional concept  cf 

elasticity,   are  known as growth and  size  elasticities,   respectively.     Por 

example,  a coefficient  of 2.15  (see  Table   1  below),   implies  that   iron  and 

steel  production   increased by about   ?  per  cent   for a  1   per cent   increase   in 

GDP per cf^ita.     A  similar interpretation applies  to  the  population 

elasticities. 

A  summary of   the  growth elastici tics,  for selected   levels  of  por capita 

income  is  shown   in Table  1.    Comparison  of elasticities  for  large countries 

(populations  of more  than  15 million)  with  those  for small countries 

(populations of  less  than  15 million)   reveals  important  differences  in 

growth patterns. 

Growth  elasticities  in  small  countries are decidedly higher than  those 

in  large  countries.     This serves  to demonstrate  the  rapid response of  iron and 

steel production  once  the constraining  factor of  small market  size  is 

alleviated. 

Table 1.    Growth elasticities for iron and steel 
production, by level of  income,   selected years a/ 

(GDP per capita) 

$ 225 * 500 S  3, 000 

Large 
countries 

anali 
countries 

Large 
countries c< 

Small 
Duntries 

Large 
countries 

Small 
countries 

1963 2.15 3.28 1.84 2.7 3 1.2Ó 1.72 

1966 2.21 4.68 1.86 3.69 1.24 1.86 

1970 2.25 3.96 1,90 3.18 1.26 1.76 

1973 2.15 3.91 1.85 3.18 1.28 1.84 

Source ;  UNIDO, based on data supplied by the UN Statistical Office. 

a/ The elasticities are derived from the regressions for the second equation 

quoted on nnge 5» 
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As indicated in Table 1, the growth elasticities tend to decline at higher 

levels of per capita income. However, they exceed unity throughout the income 

range shown.  This fact suggests that iron and steel is an important growth 

sector, regardless of the level of development.  Over the period 1960-197 5, 

each set of elasticities can be seen to have exhibited a similar pattern of 

behaviour, reaching a maximum in the latter half of the 1960s and declining in 

more recent years.  For large countries, the relationship between iron and steel 

production and per capita income was remarkably stable over the period investigated. 

However, annual fluctuations in the figures for small countries were somewhat 

high.  These facts are particularly important when regression results are 

intended to serve as a guide to the approximation of future growth patterns 

in iron and steel production. 

Size elasticities are not a significant determinate of iron and steel 

production. Unlike per capita income, small increases in population do not 

have a substantial impact on production. This characteristic distinguishes the 

iron and steel industry from consumer goods industries, such as food, textiles 

or clothing, where minor population increases stimulate production through 

final demand.  In investment goods industries, production is responsive to 

factors other than consumer demand. 

Consumption patterns in iron and steel 

As with the production analysis, a cross-section approach to rñe  study of 

steel consumption was adopted. Unlike a time-series approach, thi. method 

enables the researcher to assess the impact of common factors affectinfe 

consumption patterns in all countries for given years or groups of years,  ^en 

the identified relationships between steel consumption and its determining 

factors remain stable over a period of time, the statistical results provide 

a guide to future conditions. 

TJie basic hypothesis is that the per capita steel consumption observed 

at a given time in various countries is subject to the same broad set of 

factors, such as access lo the same types of production technology, similar 

price ratios between steel and other goods, and comparable patterns of steel 

utilization. 
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Accordine to a line of reasoning analogous to that described for the production 

patterns   (page  5),  GDP per capita in  frequently used as  the measure bent 

reflecting these factorn. 

The methodology used  in  this  report to determine consumption patterns wan 

a standard bivariate and multivariate  regression analysis applied to data given 

for 45 countries.    The following expressions were  selected as an  initial attempt 

to provide  a plausible  explanation of the relationship between per capita nteel 

consumption (c)  and GDP per capita (y): 

In  c      a + b In y 

c  =  a + b  In y 

In c  = a -    jr. 

In c = a -    /x-clnx 

In c = a + b In y + d ( In y)2 

where a,   b and d are constants.  4/ 

These equations were tested  for several time periods and  sample 

stratifications.    The results confirmed the analytical validity of the approach 

and revealed a slight superiority in the performance of the multivariate models 

when applied to the total  sample,   and a clear superiority in that of the 

bivariate model where  the  samples were stratified according to  the   level of 

economic development.    Hence,   the hypothesis of a common pattern of steel 

consumption among different countries can be accepted.    As confirmed by detailed 

analysis,   the  level of economic development is an important factor in specifying 

the relationship between steel consumption and per capita income. 

Further investigation served to reveal how consumption patterns change 

over time.     In the case of the developed countries,  the pattern exhibits a 

tendency to  rotate clockwise  in  successive two-year periods from  1950 to 1970, 

Time instability was also found  in the case of developing countries,  but no clear 

trend could be detected. 

Income elasticities of steel consumption were derived from the regression 

equations.     Depending upon the functional forra considered,   these elasticities 

are constant,   or they decrease with either higher levels of per capita steel 

consumption or higher levels of per capita income. 

4/    TheBe forms have been applied in several instances.    See,  for example, 
PAO, Agricultural Commodities - Projections for 1975 and 198?. Vol.11, 

Á 
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Table  2.         Income  elastici ti Pr. fnr 
country croupin/r. 

steel 
ne led 

consumption, 
-ed years 

by 

All countries Developed 
count rien 

Developing 
countries 

I95O-32                                  1.379 

1959-61                                  1. 384 

1968-70                                 1.261 

LOR'} 

1.0o;1 

0.977 

1.?J4 

1. ì?1 

1.068 

Source:       UNIDO,   based  on data ruppi led b-y - the UN :;tat:i stica I   office. 

Table  2 shows examples  of elasticities obtained   from  reprensión:; of   the 

equation In c = a + b  In y in selected years. 

As might be expected,   income  elasticities  for developing countries  are generally 

higher than those  for developed countries,   i.e.   marginal  mercares   in  income 

induce   larger increases of  steel consumption  in developing countries  than 

in developed countries.     In the case  of developed  countries,   the  time  trend 

was  found to reduce   income  elasticities,   a phenomenon  that may be  interpreted 
as  reflecting a trend  towards  saving steel. 

Methods and results  of the   I985 estimate 

The Brussels forecast,   upon which the  present  projections were  partly 

based,  was carried out  in  1971/7? as a medium-range  forecast  for  1985.     Subsequent 

to  the forecasting exercise,   unusual cyclical fluctuations  occurred.     Although 

the original forecast had been based on a  trend   line  and due  account had been 

taken of past  cyclical  fluctuations,   the extent  of the   197V-76 fluctuations 
necessitated an adjustment. 

In effecting this adjustment,   future  plans  for expansion and  investment  in 

the  iron and steel  industry were given serious consideration.     This  information 

was compiled on a country-by-country basis,   often at  the  project  level.    Where 

demand projections at   the national  level were available   in  respect  of projects 

planned,  these data were also taken into account  as well as any intentions   to 

produce either for export or domestic markets.    Major and potential steel 

producers in all developing countries were  included.    Owing to divergent assumptions 

•^MM. 
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regarding nuch factor:;  an  planned rater,  of capacity utilization and  possible 

project delays,   nome, decree  of judgement war-  required   in determining  the weight 

to  bi riven   to  each plan when making   the   projections.     On  the basis   of  r.uch 

exogenous   information,   the  origina]   3rur.noIn  forecast  of   1,144 million  tonn of 

nteol   to be   produced   in   I985 wan  re vi ned   to   1,0o9 million  tons. 

Estimates  for  the year  2000 

The alternative growth  rater;  for world   steel consumption  in  the   period 

Wó-2000 cited  in  thin  study reflect  the  fact  that, since world  production will  erpial 

world consumption  in the   long term,   the  name growth  raten apply to  production. 

Levels of world  production and consumption  thus calculated for the year ?000 

are   1,665 m  Ilion  tonn  (Alternative A)   and   1,925 million  tons (Alternative B). 

Sub-regional growth rater, for steel production and consumption:     1986-2000 

Regional and  nub-regional totals; for production and  consumption have been 

estimated on  the  basis of  the UNIDO forecast  for 1985.     Growth rates  at  regional, 

sub-regional and country  levels i tve  been assumed for  the  period  I974-I985 in order 

to estimate   the  pattern of distubution. 

Comparable estimates have been made up to the year 2000.    Consumption 

rates of 2 to 2.5 per cent are assumed for the developed countries while those 

in the developing countries are assumed to be   3-4 tim-s higher. 

Whereas production in the developed countries is assumed to grow at 

approximately 2 to 2.5 per cent up to the year 2000,   production rates  in the 

developing countries are expected to increase by 6.7 to 9.4 per cent over the 

same period. 

International trade in iron and steel 2/ 

Implications for developing countries 

Global trade pattemr in the iron and steel industry are determined by 

steel consumption trends which in turn are commensurate with the pace  of 

industrialization.    As developing countries enter the early phases of industrial 

Extracted from a preliminary report prepared by the secretariat of 
UNCTAD on the trade  implications of a restructuring of the world  iron 
and steel industry,   in compliance with resolutions adopted at the  Second 
General Conference of UNIDO in March 1975 and at UNCTAD IV in May 1976. 

mmmm 
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development,  their  imports of steel  and  steel-intensive products tend to 

increano  rapidly.     over  ti.e  period   V)ÛA-Vfli  the developing countries'   imports 

of crude steel   rose  in value  from ,ï.ù  billion  to C5.1   billion:      if tse   Lima 

tan-ct  is to  be  attained,   it   has  been  estimated  that   the   steel   imports   of these 

countries must   increase  to a value  of :;w?  billion  by  the year  ?u00. 

>)evelopin¿; country   imports  of semi-fmis^a  steel  products  from developed 

countries ,~rer   from  980,000 tons   m   Y)U   to  over 9  million   tons  in   VJ{ ;,   and 

the  value  of mdircc;   ,tcel   import., through  capital   equipment  rose   from  s<» 

billion  to ; .',0 billion   from   V)t'¡  te   19V ,. 

Utecl  exported   from  ti.e develop- to ti.e  developed  countries  between 

1904  and  19V.  increased  in vaiuc   from ,;io- million to CoGb million:     tnree- 

(marters  of these  exports,  •.•ere  in the  form of  semi-fmisned  products,     Primary 

and  intermediate  processin;; of steel  is  bcin,-  located  to an increasing de, TOC" 

in tne developing countries,  ana  it  would  appear that   ti.is trend ,U1  continue 

since   it  enjoys  wide   support  arnon;: decision-makers   m  both   industrialized and 
developing countries,. 

The total  trade   in  ra;   matenals,   semi-finisíieci,   and   finished   steel 

products of the 90 developing countries  (from  six  regions;  that  supplied 

statistical  information  for  tnis  study  was   lar^ly  ',:ith developed market 

economies which  in   197 i provideu  some 80  per cent  of these developing countries' 

steel   imports and  absorbed  00 per cent  of their exports.     Approximately   10 per 

cent   of the  steel  trade  fio;; of these countries  was  with the developed countries 

with  centrally planned economies.     Whereas their  imports  from other developing 

countries  were  lese  than  10 per cent  of their total,   their exports   to other 

developing countries  approached  30 per cent. 

The  intraregional  patterns  of steel  trade  at all   levels of processine 

seem to suggest that  while the dependence of the developing countries on  steel 

imports  from the developed countries will  certainly continue and even increase, 

certain of the more  advanced developing countries are emergine as prominent 

intraregional suppliers,   for geographical  and pricing reasons. 

A  sicnificant  aspect  of trade in the ir n and steel industry is that 

contrary to the pricing behaviour of most commodities,  where price stability 

mm-. 
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increases with every stage of processing,  costs in the  iron and steel industry 

fluctuate most at the  top rather than at   the bottom of the processing ladder, 

Whereas the cost per ton of heavy steel plate  increased from $88 in  I966  to 

$402 in  1974,   or some 457  per cent,   the  prices of  iron ore  in,  for example, 

India and Brazil,   rose  by only  1} and 60 per cent  respectively over the  same 

period (India:     $6.85 to  17.85 per ton;     Brazil:     $9. 30 to $14.90 per ton). 

The main explanation for this  is that   iron ore export  prices are  set  in  long- 

term contracts while  those  of  intermediata and finished  steel products are 

subject to the cyclical variations of the world steel market with "on-the 

spjt" purchases and open bargaining.    On the other hand,   the f.o.b.  price 

of coal,  a resource that  is concentrated largely in the developed countries, 

effectively doubled,   from $11.15 to $22.12 per ton,   in the period   1964-I973. 

Barriers to trade in iron and steel 

Among the chief obstacles to international trade  in iron and steel 

are tariffs,  non-tariff barriers and high transport  costs. 

Most developed countries currently levy tariffs  of 6-10 per cent 

on intermediate and finished iron and steel products,   the tariffs escalating 

with the level of processing involved.    However,  for most developing 

countries these tariffs are offset by the Generalized System of Preferences, 

which provides duty-free access for their iron and steel products,  but is 

subject to arbitrary and complex quota restrictions. 

In accordance with the  Lomé Convention,   the European Economic Community 

grants duty-free privileges to 46 developing countries on all their industrial 
and primary exports to its member states. 

Non-tariff barriers include such ad hoc restrictions as import  licences, 

exchange controls,  customs duties, as well as patents and trademarks.    Their 

impact varies from case to case, but they must be taken into account by 

developing countries considering the export of steel  to developed markets. 

Transportation costs present a major obstacle  to prospective  steel 

exporters in developing countries since they can reduce or eliminate 

whatever advantage their exports may enjoy in the markets of the developed 
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world.     Escalating ocean freight rates present a strong incentive to 

intraregional trade among the developing countries. 

The international steel market 

The  international steel market is based on intergovernmental 

negotiations and agreements,   and the industry is usually arrant,¿d in a 

monopolistic or oligopolistic manner at the national level.    These 

agreements may encompass:    voluntary import  and export quotas;    u.arket-sharing 

arrangements for quantities and types of products traded;     guidelines for 

investment and specialization policies;    and   "gentlemen's  agreements" 

concerning pricing policios. 

A developing country entering the international steel market, be it 

as an exporter or importer, must take into account the trade constraints 

and arrangementr already in operation. 
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THE    TECHNOLOGY    OF    STEEL-MAKING 

Cnoice of processes 

The varioun processes  involved   in stool-making are  described   in  this 

study with  a view to attempting to  assess  raw material,   energy  and   capital 

requirements. 

Given that the  introduction  of a new  r:teel  process,   from conception 

to wide-scale commercial application often  take:;  an  long a:; a decade,   only 

processes  that are  currently  in  commercial une  or under  development   sh:mld 

be  included   in any assessment  of  steel   production technology u¡   to  the year 

1985. 

Iron-making 

Iron blast  furnace 

In the   last two decades,   the   iron blast  furnace -  the principal  iron 

production  process - ñas undergone major improvements and  rrown enormous!-" 

in  size.    Although the practical  scale  for   blast   furnace  use ranges  from Co 

million  to    approximately   i.5 million tons  of hot  metal  per furnace,   large 

integrated  steel plants have  furnaces with capacities  of   7,000  to 

12,000 tons  of hot metal per day,   i.e.   2.'j million  to 4 million  tons  per 

year. 

Blast  furnace  operations  111  the  coming three  decades are  expected  to 

follow  several major trends. 

Reduction of  coke rate by  fuel  injection 

Where  coke  is expensive  or supplies  are  limited,   the coke  rate  can be 

reduced by injecting fuels   into  the  tuyeres and hot Races  into  the  stack. 

By 1985,  t^oke  consumed during normal operation should be  equivalent  to  the 

lowest   level  currently attainable,   i.e.   perhaps   >50 kg per  ton  of  pir  iron, 

with  an auxiliary tuyere-injected  fuel consumption  of  100 kg (equivalent) 

per ton.    Total energy consumption  should  therefore  be  about   \. 1   G cal  per 

ton of pig iron,  diminishing  after   19ft1),   with the   injection of gases  into 

the  stack,   to   \,0 G cal per  ton;     with coke  consumption being reduced   to 

possibly ?r)0 kg per ton of  pig iron.    Where  supplies of reasonably good 

coking coals  are available  up to  the end  of the present  century,   coke  rates 
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can be expected of 475 to ^25 kg and the equivalent in injected fuels-, of 

T5 to bO  kg per ton of pig iron, i.e. a total of J.7 G cal per ton of pig 

iron. 

Substitution of form coke for metallurgical coke 

Where coal not suitable for coking but suitable for conversion to form 

coke is in adequate supply, it will probably become the principal fuel used 

in blast furnaces with a corresponding drop in the use of injected fuels. 

This material will most likely be commercially available within the next five 

years. 

Substitution of charcoal for coke 

Provided that it is in abundant supply, charcoal can be used as a blast 

furnace fuel. Although hignly reactive, it is not strong enough to withstand 

the abrasion of the charge in a standard-height furnace;  it can, however, 

be used most satisfactorily in smaller furnaces.  When this form of substitution 

is made, afforestation programmer should be introduced in the interest of 

environmental conservation. 

Direct reduction 

Processes employed to reduce iron ore to solid metallic iron - other 

than the iron blast furnace - are called "direct reduction" processes. 

Depending on the processes used, several cf which have found industrial 

application, the end-products are sponge iron, metallized iron ore, reduced 

pellets, direct reduced iron etc. 

Direct reduction processes are generally classified according to the 

reductant and fuel employed. While gas is used as the fuel and reductant in 

the shaft furnace, gas retort system and fluidized bed, solid fuels are used 

in the rotary kiln and in the retort system of the name name. 

Tt is to be noted that all direct reduction processes enjoying large-scale 

commercial application utilize gas, primarily reformed natural gas, as both 

fuel and reductant. 

Processes employing various types of solid fuel have been in use for 

several years, albeit on a modest scale. The present capacity of direct 
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reduction système  tende  to be  small,   at  the mo;, t   that of a «mall  blast  furnace, 

Where  production capacity of more  than 0.6 million   tone per year   in  required, 

several  direct   reduction unit:; will  be  necessary.     In   197 ' j t   only   1. '>  per cent 

of  the world1;-;   pi/r  iron wan   produced   unni* direct   reduction  prore;-., OH. 

This  notwi thstandiiv,   in   Ì9?6 no  le;;;;   than  ';() new   plant;; were  un-ier 

construction or beiry; planned,   ?0 of which should  be  operations 1  by  198O. 

Met  of   the;;e  new  plant;;  are   larger   than  those  existing at   present,     oome 

5  per  cent   ( ',U million  tors)   of  the world*;-;  pi^   iron   in  I98O,   and   possibly 

8 per  cent by   198'),  will  be   produced  by  there  new  eapaei + ie::. 

Jteel-makin^ 

The  principal   processes  by which  common  steel:;,   such as  carbon  and   low- 

alloy, are  produced   on an   industrial   scale  are:     the  banc  oxyren   type  uf 

furnace   (LU/BUK  or ÜBM/Q-B0]\! ; the  basic  Bequemer;       the electric 

arc furnace;     and  the  open-hearth  furnace.     The   principal raw materials 

from which  the   :-teel   is made  are   pi ft-iron  (hot   or cold),   iron  and   steel  -crap, 

and  direct reduced   iron. 

Basic  oxygen furnace:; 

Current  advance:;   in  steel-making attributable  to  these  furnaces  are: 

decreased heat   times;      improved   sla^  control  and   lining life;      improved 

furnace  control;     better  furnace  charminr methods;     and improved  facilities 

for collecting and utilizarli' waste  iTases.    Although   the OHM/Q-BOP process 

was  developer   several  years  after  the   UJ/BOP process,    it   offers  only   limited 

advantages and   is not  expected   to   replace   the   U)/B0F process  to   the   same 

extent   that  the   latter  process  replaced   the  open-hearth and  basic   Bessemer 

furnace:    in  the  years  between   19c>0 and   1(H>[.,. 

Basic   Bessemer   process 

'Itti s   is  reasonably well   sui!,  -   to   the  production   of many  steels   of 

commercial  quality.    Although  it  has  fallen  into disuse,   its operation   <s 

simple  and  inexpensive  and may still  be  considered  for the refinmr of hot metal 

with a high phosphorus  content  ( 1. c> -   ? per   cent). 
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Open-hearth  furnaces 

The  principa]   di nari van taceri  of   those  are  the  high  cost  of   the  plant  and 

refractories-,     A   further constraint   is  the  high  decree  of  labour  remi) red  for 

operating  the   furna.ee.   which   ts  otherwise  very flexible   in  terms  of  size, 

raw materials  and   fuel::. 

Klee trie  furnace 

The   principal   electrically powered  furnace   employed   in   the   production 

of   steel   is  the  arc  furnace which  operate:-  on a   throe-phase  alternating 

current.     Several  method;;   for     ne It in," direct   reduced   iron have   been developed, 

However,   the  conventional  electric   are   furnace   i :-. not   ideally  suited   to 

melting directly reduced  material.;,   especially  those  containing  more  than 

4   per cent  gangue, an   this   loaiir   to   the  formation   of s   large   volume  of  slag. 

Casting operations 

Two  types are  now  in  general  use:     traditional   ingot  canting used 

extensively  in   large  and    mall   steel   plant;;,   and   continuous  casting which 

is  currently used   in approximately   10 per cent   of all  steel   produced   in 

the  United  otates  and approximately  ?0 per  cent   m Japan. 

The  continuous  casting process   can  be  expected  to  spread   f> rther,   on 

account  of  its  savings   in energy and  its high yi :ld  comp.-*red with conventional 

ingot  casting. 

Changing technological  patterns  of  steel-making 

Despite   the  difficulty oí"  forecast ¡nr   the   evolution  of   individual 

steel-making processes  known   today,   certain   trends  are   identified   m  this 

s tudy: 

(a) The   decline  of   the  Be-somor and  Thomas   processes,   t.,  nome 

1.'.  per  cent   of  world   steel   production   in   19,n); 

(b) A decrease,   in  e pen-hearth   steel-making,   although   th -   p^.er-ss.   is 

still   useu   ¿i.   ;,teei   ¡¡ant;,   in  various   parti   o!   the     oriu 

(W.M  per  sent   of  the  world    •(,,,. 1   production   in   WK). 

(c) The   phenomenal   spread  of   bacs    oxygen   furnace:   sui'-,    the in id-19*.OR, 

accounting for  so.0-  per   cent   of  crude   steel   production   in   197S. 
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(dy     An   increase   in  electric   furnace   processing,  which  ha-.;   more 

than doubled   from   /   per cent   in   1^0   to   U,.'j  per cent   of steel 

production   in   1')'/',. 

Considering all ti,e steel-making projects under construction and m 

preparation, it can be anticipated that the use of basic oxygen furnaces 

'..ill   increase  to nearly  yo   per cent   of crude  by   1985. 

In the   light  of expanding use of direct  reduction and  the  trend towards 

transforming  primary  energy   ( including nuclear energy,   irto  electricity,   the 

electric  furnace  ..ill  be  used   to an increasing decree  in world   steel-making 

(about   20  per cent  in   199';,   and   }8  per cent   in 2000)  at  the  expense of the 

open-hearth   process  in  particular,   unica  will   probably decline to   1C per 

cent  of  world   steel  production m  Vjb'j anc   to  2 per cent  by  the year 2000. 

Whereas  the basic  oxygen  furnace will  have achieved its highest share 

in world  steel  production by   l98«,f  it  is expected to decline  subsequently 

to 60  per cent   of world  production in the  period   1986-2000. 

Various  level s  of integration  in steel-making 

In planning the  iron  and   steel  industry,   the choices to be made are 

not  solely  linked to the  technology of iron and  steel-making processes, 

since consideration should  also be given to the  1-vel  of integration of 

the various  processing stages. 

According to the  traditional classification,  an integrated  plant would 

carry  out all   operations   from the production  of pig iron using iron ores and 

coal  to the  production of  finished products.     Non-integrated  steel  plants need 

not have  smelting furnaces;     they couid  rely  on steel  scrap as the 

principal  raw  material. 

In the  past,  in a period  of growing iron and  steel demand  with consequent   1c 

scrap availability,  the construction of integrated  steel  plants  with coking iaci 

ities was considered necessary.  Today, however, the direct reduction process  offer 

alternative to  total dependence on scrap supplies and,  if combined  with 

electric  arc   furnaces and  continuous-casting,   offers another  possibility  of 

integrating iron-  and  steel-making in one  plant.     It  is to be  expected that 

as regards  processing,   the  main cost/price  relationships  in   iron- and  steel- 

making will  be detenni, ed  by  the  large complexes with  10-20  million tons capacity. 

1 
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limali  and medi urn- si zed  uniti;     ill   still  be  able  to  work efficiently 

with   supplies   of  local   scrap  or  reduced  ore.       Their   proximity  to 

markets,   raw material   and  ener-py   sources,   at:,   .ell   an  their ability   to 

respond   flexibly   to  specific   rei u- cements,  eoulu  overcome  tne cost  advantage;; 

enjoyed  by  iar{-e-sca.ìe  pianti-,. 

environmental   con, lderatiorn: 

The   iron and   steel   indu: try   i.    responsible   for ti.e   production  of air, 

water,   and   solid  contaminant::,   us   . eli   a.;  suet,   others  a:;  11010c and  aesthetically 

undesirable architecture.        In   1 ar:*o   riant-.-,   tre  air contaminants are  ¿"asoous, 

such as  ¡sulphur  and  nitrogen  oxiiie:;,   ammonia,   and   carbon oxide::,   a.      ell   as 

particulate:;  euch  ai;   iron,   silica,   -md   lime: tone.       Tue  water contami nanti- 

încluue   tar-:.;,   oils,   phenol:.,   cyanide. ,   ammonia,   ,,eavy   metals,   lo:    ni:,   and 

suspended   soiius.        .'.olid   ; aste.:   -ire   largely   raw  material      fines,   .acri  a. 

carbon,   iron,   silica and   1 irne..tone. 

Most  contaminant.;   m  the  conventional   ; roc.01 s   ori;- nate   in  tin-   pre; arati on 

of  pip  iron,   i.e.   in  ceke-   oven. ,   ..interim* anu   pel 1 oti s in,-,    itui   blast   furnace 

operations.       The  coke  oven.,  contribute most   oí' the  chemical   contaminants,  üia.e 

the  other unit;,  (-onerate  tne    .oliU matter.        in   ¿ud:tion,   tre   i'inishinr 

operations   in hot-formi n,-' anu   sola -roí i ms piv<    off metals,   acids,   ana  oil 

iU   sell   as,   iron   scale,   win le   ;over   slant.,  exuue   oxides   of   sulphur  anu   nitrogen. 

.«.ir contaminanti:-  can  bo  controlled  by  ba,:ls/jss   filter  ,   cyclone   separator.-,, 

electrostatic   precipitators,   ans   both   soliu   anu   ii   uiu   scrub, er;..        ..utcr 

contaminants can  be   removed  by   neutralisation,   . odi ment at ion  and   f.station 

as   ..ell   a::-   b,v   concentration  and   re-use.       in  cert un   îhst.utces,   bioiopssal 

treatment   i.    recuireu.        Seliu   waste:   are   sett'eu   .n  or   filtered   cut   of 

scrubber-  and   process   safer-   wastes;      they  can   al. o   be   refined   from   Piast   fumase 

anu  basic   oxyp-en   furnace   sia.,".        No   positive   ..top:   have   been  taker;   on  an 

international   scale  to   reduce   n<-¡..t:   :evel.    or   ¡ n-vuht   aesthetic  c 01 t ana nati on. 

A:    a  plant   becomes   "environment        consci oi.   "     t   tend:    to  corúa st   sore   ¿nu 

moro   01'  its  air   and   water    jont ami nants   into   ..oliu   ..astes   . hieb   in   ' sen   becons 

one  of   its ma tor concerns.        it   1:   very   important   to  the  economic;    of  tne 

industry  to recover and   1 e  use  as mush  of the; o   . o: ¡ih,  as   po. . ibis.       The 

re  use  of  solids   found   in mill   scale,   blast   furnace uu..t,   .autor-   liant   dust,   sJ.i.s, 

iime dust,   scrap and  scarfing  powder    1.    recommended   foi    raa. on.,  of e--atomi, s 

as   ,.ell   as  pollution abatement.       All   the  ¡.articúlate   sol si;    r o<-,,yf>-ei.   -   with   the 
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exception oí' slag  -   can be   incorporated   in  ¡unter mix,   pel let-making, 

coke-makm;;,   and  powder metal lurcicala.       The blaßt   furnace  slaß can 

be  rc-uced  in  the   production  oí   cement,   insulation,   building materials,   and 

aggregates-; for rood  building.       Rame  oxygen furnace  slag is also valuable 

for both  its  iron and   relatively  high   phosphorous:  content.       The  iron can 

be  reclaimed  for  re--usr     in the plant,   while the  remaining phosphorous can 

be  used  as a  fei*t 11 i;;er. 

The major  procede change:;  ..hich  reduce  environmental  pollution are: 

(a) Dry   instead of \;et   cuenching of coke; 

(b) Hydrochloric  acid   instead   of  sulphuric  acid   pickling; 

(c) Direct  reduction  instead  of blast  furnace methods. 

The environmental  conseouences of  steel  production at  a given site  should 

be  studied and evaluated  prior to approval  of the  project.       Environmental 

nuality  guidelines  should  be »stabilshed during plant design and construction 

so as to prevent  excess  environmental  contamination.       The  site  of a steel mill 

must  be  selected carefully  to ensure that   ¡.here  is  ample air and water  for dilution 

and   land to serve  as a buffer zone and  receptacle  for residual  unusable  solids. 

In  iron and  steel   production some environmental degradation is almost  inevitable, 

but  the degree  of degradation should not  exceed the   minimum standards acceptable 

to the   local  community and  government,   nor  should  it  be arbitrarily set  by the 

industrial  plant.       furthermore,  care  should be taken to ensure that  the clean 

air and  water at   present  abundant  in many developing countries are not   souandered 

through   indiscriminate use as waste  receptors.       In general, stri:^ -   environ- 

mental   controls  should  be  exercised   in   iron and   steel   plants constructed  in 

the developed  countries,   ¡unce heavy  industrialization  in these countries no 

longer  permits the  use of the natural  environment  as an effluent  receptacle. 

Air and  water  pollution control  costs can be  expressed  either as a 

percentage  of production costs or  in dollars  per  ton  of product.       In the 

first  instance,  the  factor will   be  1  to  ? per cent,   in  the  second $? -   5 

per ton  of steel   produced.       These costs    are  sufficiently   low to be  spent 

by   plants in developing and developed countries alike.       They  should  be 

absorbed  in the  price of the  steel  and  passed  on to the consumer.      These 

costs may  be  reduced  still   further in  future  by  establishing integrated 

industrial complexes, containing    steel  mills and  such  auxiliary  industries 

as   fertilizer and  agro-industri al  plants.      Thou-h the  production cf iron 

and   steel   r> suits,   m the discharge  of numerous contaminant:;,   it  need not 

be  constrained     by  environmental   factors   since  control   technology   is known 

and   abatement   costs  are  relatively   insignificant   in   relation  to  other  production 

costs. 
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Plant:;   ¡.should  be  located  primarily but   not   solely   in developing 

countries on minimum-cost   sites,   preferably  in  integrated industrial 

complexe;- so  that  both production and environmental costs can be minimized 

through the utilization or  re-cycling of wastes.       Considerable  research and 

pilot  experimentation in necessary  in order to optimize  these  industrial 

complexes (which may contain a different  mix  of  industrie;; for each aite). 

Wherever possible,   steel  products  should  be manufactured  using direct 

reduction,   electric  arc  furnaces and continuous casting  seroiences,  thereby 

minimizing environmental damage. 

The desigli and manufacture  of steel plant  equipment 

oteel  plant  eouipment   is manufactured by a large number of enterprises 

operating *<-•  independent  firms,   or as associates  of major steel-making companies. 

The development  of local   spare parts manufacturing capacity  is a complex 

process.      It  can be assumed  that  the average annual requirement  of spare 

parts  ranres  from 2,400 tons to   ^,200 tons  per million tons of production 

capacity, depending on the  age of equipment  and  standard  of maintenance. 

Local  manufacture  of spares may help obviate  production delays and  reduce 

import  bills  as  well  as promote the development  of local   engineering skill 

and manufacturing capabilities. 

In developing local steel  plant engineering and production capabilities, 

priority should  logically be  given to light- and medium-weight  rolling mills 

and finishing line equipment.       In building up a steel  plant manufacturing 

industry: 

(a) A design and engineering company can be formed to specialize 

in the purchase and development  of equipment designs; 

(b) Manufacturing companies producing similar equipment could 

expand and restructure their  organization to meet  local   requirements; 

(c) A new company could be  set up to manufacturo  equipment and 

spare parts. 

The design and manufacture of steel plant equipment  will of necessity 

lead to a strengthening of the heavy engineering sector.      In a sector such 

as the heavy capital goods  industry, the appropriate balance of engineering, 

production and marketing capability can only be   issessed  in the long term. 
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In considering the resources necessary for the development  of the  iron 

and steel industry,   resource  availability and geographical  distribution are 

of paramount  importance.     These factors are  considered here  as they re lau- 

to ener,<ry resources,   mineral  reserves,  scrap availability and manpower 

requirements.     An attempt has  been made to assers  the prospects  of an   increased 

share   m production for individual  countries,   in   terms  of  resource 

availability.     It  is hoped that,  the  assessment, will assist   in the decision- 

making procès-;  regarding the  establishment  of production capability, 

concomitant with  the aims of   these  countries   in  terms  of   their desire  for 

import   substitution,   export  targets  and  self-sufficiency. 

However,   availability of  resources  ir;  not  the only  factor vital   U 

the development  of an  iron and  steel   industry.     Some  countries have  achieved 

a successful development  record  in  this  sector without   the  advantages of 

domestic  mineral  or ener^  resources;     with   trained  manpower,   acquired 

tecunoloftical   skills  and  financial  credit ibi 1 i tv,   they have  been able   to 

produce  and  export.     Nevertheless,   it   is  consiu-rably easier  for a  country 

having  its own   resource:;   to  '-nier thn  produrli on field. 

Ki^ht major parameters  have  been  identifie,] with  respect   to  energy and 

mineral   resources..     Four of   them  relate   to  ^nor/ry -   total   coal,   natural   ,-ras, 

potential  oil  and  hydraulic  onerry;     and   four   relito   to   raw materials  or ore 

combined  fuel   and   reducíante -   coking coal,   ferrous  ere,   charcoal  and 

manganese  ore. 

Identified   reserves.of  these,   by neo/rraphical   region,   are  shown   < n 

FifTurc   ?.     It  can bo  seen  that   the most  m^nificant hindrance  to  the 

establishment   of  steel   production facilities   in the  deve lopin;' countries 

is  the   lack of  cok.n,-  coal.     This   lack will,   to  some  extent,   limit   the 

tecnnolofrics   ujia«  can be utilized  in the desired  overall  expansion pattern, 

but   it will  not  necessarily preclude  development  by   individual countries; 

in  1970,   over  r,0 per  cent  of  crude  steel was   produced by  countries which 

imported  /\r> per cent  of their fuel  requirements for ener^  alone.       iUC^  a 

wiae cnoice of production options exists that,  ¿riven marketing,  technological 

and financial  ability,   few developing countries exist  in  winch the  industry 

cannot  be developed.       The direct  reduction  process,   m particular,   offers 

opportunities   for the  establishment  of steel   industries  in devel   pin- countries. 
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It has been possible  to  identify those developing countries which,   in 

the sense of known mineral and energy reserves,   are in a favourable position 

to establish an iron and steel industry.     In Figure  3,  developing countries 

are designated favourable  (when they have five  of the eight parameters 

mentioned above),   less favourable  (three parameters),   or least favourable 

(less than three parameters). 

It  is emphasized, however,   that this assessment has been made in the 

light of known resources only,  and must be considered  in this respect. 

Furthermore,  the concept of five favourable parameters does not necessarily 

imply that all resources for any particular production route exist;     some 

countries in this  category may need to import essential resources in order to 

complement those existing.    Again,   other countries,  classified as less favourable, 

may have an abundance of one  or more resources which,   taken in conjunction 

with other  factors,   such as  proximity to markets,  may warrant  further 

consideration by decision-makers. 

The most significant  conclusion to be drawn from these figures  is  that 

while the developing countries have a dominant  share of world resources of 

gas,  oil and hydraulic energy potential,   and a good share cf ores,   they suffer 

from a    lack of coal, particularly coking coal.       It would appear, 

therefore,   that for many developing countries the electric furnace method, 

utilizing    both "crap and directly reduced iron,   offers the most  favourable 

development possibility;     this method has the added advantages of flexibility 

of size and lower plant costs. 

In the blast  furnace method,   the substitution of charcoal for coke is 

an acceptable and fully feasible technology.    Its utilization will call for 

an early decision with -espect to forest establishment,  however,   in order 

that sufficient supplies can be ensured by long-term harvesting and replanting 

strategies.      The paramount  importance of preserving environmental balance in 

the developing countries may  limit the utilization of charcoal,  if programmes 

for adequate replanting are not given priority. 

Because *\e pattern of production methods that will result  from development 

decisions  is unknown, and because of the variations in energy requirements for 

each method,  it is not possible  Lo predict with any degree of accuracy the 

longevity of energy resources.      Indications are, however,  that sufficient 

traditional  fuel reserves vail be available to cover all  industrial and community 
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needs  to the year  2000 at  least. 

If it  in  assumed that world  steel  production will reach   1.9 billion 

tons  in the year 2000, requiring some  2 billion tons  of ferrous ore,   world 

resources as  they currently stand  (689      billion  tons)  would  provide  amplr 

capacity for development  for at   least   }00 year:;. 

In addition to virgin  raw materials,   the generati on and  utilization   of 

scrap,   which would   provide  a varying proportion of furnace charge,   accordinr 

to the  production method  adopted,   nave been studied.       Jn most  processes,   revi rt 

scrap accounts  for  as much  as 29  per cent  of production,  while the  consuming 

industries have a  scrap return of  1^-iC  per cent.       A  further major  suppi.y  comes  from 

obsolete material  - estimated to be  of the  order of  14-18 per cent   of tue   total 

steel  consumed  m the developing countries.      These predictions depend  of course 

on the  level  of industrialization reached,  and  can therefore  only  be ver;;  approximate. 

Total scrap recmirements for  1985 and 2000 are  estimated to be 

470 million tons and  1 billion tons  respectively,   most  of which will  be 

generated by the developed   countries.     This will mean hiCh  import   costs 

for countries with  lew scrap generation. 

Providing  sufficient  skilled manpower to ensure  efficiency will  probably 

be the most difficult task to be  tackled by the developing countries. 

Table 3   shows  the  requirements calculated  for    he  developing countries  in 

this  respect. 

Table   j;    Total  work  force to be trained,   1973-2000 

Total demand 
to   2000 

Average 
annual 
demand, 
1975-1985 

Average 
annual 
demand, 
198Ó-2OOO 

Admmis-       . Semi  and 
flngineern    Technicians trative ¿iea    unskilled     Total 

workers    WOriccrs    workers          

60,000 150,000    230,000    6/10,000      920,000    2,000,000 

1,800 4,500        7,000       19,500        23,000 61,000 

2,800 7,000      11,000       10,000        4 5,000 9 „000 
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E£fflre_2.      Distribution of resources of raw material  for the  iron and steel   indust 

TOTAL COAL 

World total   8,100 billion tons 

NATURAL GAS 

World total: 63,000 billion nm ' 

POT. HYD. RES. 

World total   2,261 GW 

IRON ORE 

World total: 689 billion tons 

Developing 
Countries 14.6 % 

Africa 0.7 % 

Asia 13.5 % 

Laiin 
America 0.4 % 

Developing 
Countries   45.8 ' 

Afin a 

Asia 

10.8% 

31.3% 

America        3.7% 

Developing 
Countries   62.7 % 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin 

Oceania 

19.1 % 

28.3% 

14.5% 

0.8 % 

Developing 
Countries   30.4 % 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin 
America 

4.2% 

8.6% 

17.6% 

COKING COAL Developing 
Countries   5.2 % 

ÎÏ 

Africa 

Asia 

0 0% 

4.6% 

Latin 
America      0.6% 

World total: 430 billion tons 

OIL Developing 
Countries    79.0 % 

10.3% 

63.3% 

5.4% 

World total: 74 billion tons 

GROWING STOCKS IN FORESTS 

Developing 
Countries 30.2 % 

Africa 1.2% 

Asia 8.2% 

Latin 
America 20.8% 

World total  400 billion m ' 

MANGANESE ORE Developing 
Countries 40.2% 

Africa 20.4 % 

Asia 4.7 % 

Latin 
America 15 1 % 

Percentage of world resources: 

World total: 3 billion tons 

Developing countries 

Developed countries    |"~ "] 
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UAIITAL    iÜ^Uli,il¡I31T:j 

¡Replacement:; and  ne; investment c:     thci r orucr  of magnitude 

It   íü  expected that   nei.   iron ami   ,',teei   production  facilities   nth a 

total capacity  of   jUu  million  tone  vali  be  ouded to   the  worUl's  steel-making 

capacity   over tue   [ieri od   ì'J'ì'ì-ìW) with a ]ossibie   further   ,'6!; million to 

1,ü8ü million ton:, being added   over  trie  period   1 ;co-, VU(J.      In tin-   two periods 

citeu above,  re¡)lacement   of exuvlm,- capaci 1i o s : i ;.   mo.t   probably   be  of tue 

order of  ?4u million ¿tnd   i^v -..lilion   ton:; re:••[ ortiveiy.     The deve 1 oping 

count ri et;'   chare   m these ne:,   ¡roducti.n ce pac it io.,   ana  replacements    ould 

be   11[; million tone ( V.ïi^-Vjo') i   and    ',   '; million tons   ( 1 ;8o-, 'UUD ¡.   -^ 

The   estimateci  avéra.-:e annual  expansion  oí' ¡rouuction   is  shown   in 

'fable 4: 

Table 4«     Expansion of  iron-   u.nu  ..teci-making facilities 

(Annual  averages  in  millionL; of  ton::, 

      i'JI'j-ö'j iyöü--'ütü  

Deve a o pin,-; 
l'orla   total     countries e a a/ 

Jeveloping 
..orld   total     countries a/' 

Nei; capacity ,8 

Replacement ,?4 

10.9 

0.6 30 

19.6 

3.0 

rhina is  not  included. 

-'   51   million tons   would involve  an increase in  investment  of 37 per 
cent,  72 million tone an increase of 89 per cent. 

The   }8 million tons  additional  annual capacity  estimated  for the period 

1975-198!;   is very  close  to the  present   level   of investment   in iron and steel 

plants.     Bottlenecks may   occur  in certain regions or countries owing to 

infrastructural  shortcomings or lack  of skilled  labour. 

Calculât in/- average capital costs 

New  steel-making capacities  of the magnitude of  35-40  million tons 

annually are currently  under construction.     However,   as these are based  on 

6/ Although  several  production variants  are presented  in the  first  chapter, 
only one  steel   production capacity   variant  is examined  here,  corresponding 
to the  production by  the year 2000  of 378 million  tons  with a plant 
utilization factor of 85 per cent. 



contradi-, agreed upon   in  v.u'iou;; years and   und.:r   cidel.y  differing conili t ,om¡, 

their  capital   oo:;t  can   onl.y   be approximately   indicated.     For the   purpose; 

of thic,   i-.tud.v,   an average  price of  ¿6(0  por  ton   ha:;  been taken.     The   rationale 

for the   assumption  of   tin;,   figure   wa: : 

{ni    The capital  cost   fi/mre   selected   ,;;  haced   on   installed capacity   of 

crude   steel-making;   it   coula   have  been higher hod    it  been calculated   on 

the  basis  of  the expected   operatili,?-  rate  of  '/';-')';   per cent capacity. 

(b,     The expansion of   steel -makin,<; capacities  involves   investment   in  botti 

new and   existing plants  ( green   field   investment;;   and  roundouU; J.     The 

capital   cost   figure   nuoted   for  iron and  steel  mill;;  cover;;: 

- Mills   of different   size,  hence at  different   points on the  capital 

cost::  depression curve; 

- Mills  using different   production methods,   such as blast   furnace   and 

basic   oxygen  furnace;  direct reduction rind   electric furnace;   and 

scrap melting; 

- Mills  v.ith rolling and finishing facilities,  greatly varying  in 

terms  of si2e  and ecniipment. 

(c) Using aggregate data relating to the  current  decade,  the capital  costs 

have been elaborated  separately  for  plants   using blast and basic   oxygen 

furnace  ($648  per ton  of capacity)  and  those using direct  reduction and 

electric  furnace techniques  (£302 per ton  of capacity).     For the  latter, 

a steel-making capacity  of 0.5 million tons  was assumed  as was a direct 

reduction capacity to meet  70  per cent of the metallic  requirements  of  tne 

electric  furnace. 

(d) For developing countries  unable to afford  tne   plants described  above, 

smaller  steel-making capacities of 200-}00 tons  per day can be achieved 

through  the installation of  an integrated plant  using direct reduction  and 

electric   furnace methods,  or  through the expansion  of existing re-rolling 

or scrap-melting plant  to include electric   furnace  operations. 

Given appropriate bar,   rod and  section-rolling facilities,   the capacity 

of these  integrated mills using direct reduction  and electric furnace  methods 

may be as high as 0.5 million tons,  while the investment costs may be as   low 

as $180  per ton of steel-making capacity.    Depending on the product mix, 

operation may  be deemed economic at  an annual  production  level of  200,UOU - 

400,000 tons.     Capital   cost  degression in respect   of both direct  reduction 

and electric   furnace methods   is considered   low at   levels above 'jOO.OOO  tons 

per year. 
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(e) Rollini' a.nd   fmishiny   facilities  have  uri   ippreciuble effect   upon 

capitai  costs,   though   the  exact   extent   thereof   n,   alten  only   va/in1 J,V  defined 

in   investment   finire,   pubi ¡ choc.     The capital   costs  usually   vary   ¡.xt.een 

i.90 anü  i íüO  per  tun,   but   ti ¡e;,   may   be much  iunior,  dopend in;;  un   ti.e   . ise 

of  the  operation  and   iti   end   ¡.r-.iuct.      In  this   atea,   ti.o  econome,    of    ..aie 

are  particularly   important. 

(f) The  ¡".uri u facture   ol    "rouru..",     ueh  ai-   .ire   rod,   concret.;   >•.• 1 ti ¡or ••• 11., 

bars;  und   light   und   med 1 am   st m   ; I.JMI ;;,   chicli   account   l'or  more   ts.ui   i.ili'  <•)' 

the steel consumed   m  tri; uev-i      mg countries,   1 s deemeu   economie   ut   un  .ainuul 

production   level   oí'  more   than ,UOÜ  ton:;.     The   inve; trient   ne eu eu    m   a 

merchant  bui' mil   is   or  ti.e   o--i.r  oh $"/i   per  ten   of capacity.     ,m   ei'i'j e ieri 

level   for the  manufacture   ol' ¡: >       flut-rolled   prouuet:    1..   ¡n   : he   rurif-e  01 

1~ ') mi 11 ion  tons. 

(g;     in vici; ol' tee  capita,   co. 1    ¡egression  oí   the   rolline una   finishing 

c.pacity  as  ;.eii   us  the   10. a.   u   ,. aid   for  steel,   the   priority   ;avet;   by 

developing; count ne;;   to   cc ;'-. uffieiency  in  non-flat  product:;   i.oulu   appear 

logical.     It  mirr.t  be   economically  deci rabie   l'or  these countries   te   export 

continuous-cast   slabs,   biiiet;    unu   bloom until   suet:  time  a;   uemanu   i, 1~-, 

million tone.'   l'or   flat   prouucti.   ,;ustifies  the   installation  of   rei 1 mg anu 

fini shin;; facilities:.     Tee  <. ujutui   co..;t   figures  are  certainly   influenced  by 

the  fact  that,   in the  develo; mg countries,   rolling; anu   I'mmum,-   operation:: 

are assumed to  be   lece  dr. er. íi'.eu,   anu  manufacture   is more  orienteu   toi.arde 

non-flat  products. 

(iij     In trie cace  of nail,    usm,- biust  ;ind basic   oxygen furnace:,   the  fixed 

assets account   for 08.y  per  '-ont   oí' total  capital   costs,   1 hereuc   111 the  case 

oí' milis using direct   reuuction  und  electric   furnace metnods,   they   account 

for 74.5  per cent.     trojeet   implementation and   pre-operat¡onai   expenses   account 

for 9.6 per cent   of total   oaprlui   costs  in the  cu;e  of the   first   miirs  unu 

8.2 per cent   in the   seccnu  mill.;.     In respect   of  the mills  usmy   blast  and 

basic  oxygen  furnace  methods,   the   1 nf rast rue turai   investment   estimates  r;j.ven 

m the study  were based   en  exjcri enee  carnea   in  projects  executed   m  Latin 

America anü Lurope,   where;,     lia   infrastructurai   investment   figure   .uoted 

for the miil   using direct   reduc ;, 1 ,,n ana  electric   furnace methods   1.;  a pro-rata 

estimate. 

(lj     The working capital   -eins, rea   for a mill   using blast  ana   basi:   oxyrer, 

furnace methods  i.-as basca  on  ox. eri enee  .•-lined   in Latin Amen   a,   v;n,ie  that 

of the mill  using direct  roauction  und electric   furnace methou.    was     sssumea 

to be much  lower. 
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l.'        i rivettinoli!;, noce,., ai ;,    im   the  i-xlruction  and   bene fi c i at i on of  iron  or*. 

nuv   amount   1- „40-3U  per  ton   (un -hiding  pellet   phurt/,   and   those  for' <:oai 

mining „ H1  <H>  ¡er  ton,   oí   . vi i. mon:.    These   investment   costs  are not   included 

in   the   dvt'i'.VT  capital   co: t.    ¡or   ton   of  steel   cited   in   the   report:     however, 

they    ;ould   hsve   to   he   taker:   into consideration   if  mining  operation:-.   ; ere 

carried   out   local lv   or'   if   U.e   level   of past  export   earning?  vere  to  be maintained 

(k,      No  attempt  has  beer,  u.ui<    to  estimate  price   esealat i on   in  the  long term. 

However,   tt.i:; must   be  ta.en   into consideration,   should   specific national   studies 

on   financing be made.     For  example,   steel   plant   ecuipment   went  up some  80   per 

cent   m  price  m the period   1l> 3-19/3»  while building and construction costi 

ine rea: eu   ty   an  even /Teater  amount   in many   parts   of the  world. 

{])     Interest   payment::  may   account   for an additional   S-42  per ton  in the  case 

of the capital  costs estimated  for a plant  using blast  and basic  oxygen  furnace 

methods,   and  an addit.onal   ;10 per ton in those  plants  using direct  reduction 

and  electric  furnace methods.     However,  these additional  costs have not  been 

considered   in  this  study. 

(my     The  proportion of foreign to  local  capital   is  of major importance to 

steel  projects  in the developing countries.    This  proportion differs  in respect 

to the  various  fixed  assets,   such as plant  and  spares,   transport,  construction 

and  civil   engineering works.     On an average,  this  proportion might be 60:40. 

Capital  requirements,   1975-2000 

The  estimated capital   expenditure  requirements  are  shoim  in Table 5: 

Table 5.    Cost  of replacing and expanding iron- and  steel-making facilities 

(Billions of dollars,   1975) 

Per year,   1975-1985 1/er year,   1986-2000 

Plant World 
Ueveloping 
countries World 

Ueveloping 
countries 

Keplaced 

Expanded 

Ne iv 

7.2 

6.4 

11.8 

0.2 

0.8 

5.2 

6.2 

6.'.0 

A 
vai 

9.0 

9.5 

14.4 

32.9 

493.5 

B 
-îants 

9.0 

14.7 

18.O 

41.7 

0.9 

2.1 

8.3 

Total 25-4 11.3 

Grand totnl, 
period 254.O 625.5 169.5 

• 



Assuming that  on an average,   4'J  per rent  of the capital   coûte  would 

be met   from local  currency,   some í].¡ bilhon  and  56.H  Dil lion  foreign 

exchange  would  be required   annual l.v   in the  respective  ¡enods.     Further 

assuming that,   on an average,   ',u  per cent  of these amount,;  would  be  financed 

through medium-  and   long-term   loans,   foreign  recoure er.  recurred  to  finance 

the  steel  industry  in  the developing countries  (not   including China,   would 

be of the order of <,.' bul ion  m  the  period   1«y<,   «->«',,   .mei   M biliari  in 

the period   1'jöo-A)00. 

As  a comparison,   reference i.   n,aue to  the  fio ; of  financial   resources 

from  selected ueveiujea countries  L   to developing countries and multilateral 

institutions  Han,  amounted   to ¿?(,.B bjljion  in   vytt, and  an estimated S q.^ 

billion   m   19/%  ana  composed  both  officiai  and  private  net disbursementzß 

The  sharp  increase  from   1<»,V.   to  v>¡'>  cas   luiked   with tne  rise  in private 

export   credits   from ..V.   bi 1 j ; on  to  .c.     biilion. 

In determining the total  capital  expenditure,  consideration  should be 

given to the cost  of establishing or adapting the infrastructure:     these 

costs,  however,  have  not  been included m tne  study  owing to their nigh 
degree  of variance. 

1/ 

8/ 

Australia, Austria,  Belgium,  Canada,  Denmark,   Finland,   Prance,  Germany 
i Fed.   Kep.j,   Italy,   Japan,   Netherlands,  IJew Zealand,  Norway,  Sweden, 
bwitzerland,  United Kingdom and  United  states. 
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